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Dear Clients:
We are pleased to provide you with a performance report and highlights of
portfolio changes for the third quarter of 2018.
CK Advisors had a solid third quarter, with our equity composite rising 6.4% (after
fees). Before the impact of cash and fees, our "equity only" performance was up
an estimated 8.1 %, compared with a return of 7.7% for the S&P 500. The
quarter started out favoring "value" stocks, with high growth technology equities
taking a long-awaited breather. However, investor infatuation with growth stocks
reemerged in September. Given our value tilt, we are pleased we did well
against the Russell 1000 Value Index.
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By S&P sector, Health Care stocks jumped 14%, followed by a 9.5% gain in the
Industrial and Technology areas. Only the Energy and Materials segments
registered modestly negative returns in the quarter.
Returns for balanced account clients reflected a blend of equity and fixed income
returns. On the fixed income side, our conservative posture with a heavy
weighting in short duration bonds helped a bit, as the Barclays Aggregate Bond
Index was unchanged in the quarter.
The Federal Reserve continues to tighten monetary policy in response to
ongoing strength in the economy. The jobs picture is buoyant as is consumer
and business spending. The consumer is in good shape, helped by a recent
uptick in wages and an excellent balance sheet. Consumer debt as a
percentage of disposable income is near multi-decade lows despite surging
interest rates.
Since the quarter ended , stocks have swooned and erased all our year-to-date
gains. Several issues have become more acute, leading to the sell-off. The
strong U.S. economy and tight labor market pushed the Fed to signal an even
more aggressive posture, leading investors to fear that higher rates could cause
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a slowdown. Already, rising rates have sapped auto and housing demand, with
both important sectors showing signs of a downturn .
At the same time, higher oil prices, soaring transportation costs and a strong U.S.
dollar are putting pressure on corporate margins and profits. There are also
signs that economic activity in China and the European Union is slowing.
Geopolitical and trade tensions are certainly not helping matters and are leading
to an unwind of investor bets on synchronized global growth.
Individual securities Eaton, PerkinElmer and pharma Pfizer contributed nicely to
performance in the third quarter. Eaton makes products which manage and
optimize power for a diverse range of end markets. The stock was buoyed by
robust operating results, as a surge in industrial production and the nascent
recovery in global capital spending drove strong orders and Eaton's best organic
revenue growth in many years. Margins rose significantly due to operating
leverage and savings generated by productivity and restructuring initiatives.
Eaton has a solid balance sheet and produces generous free cash flow, which
are important positives since management has a good track record in deploying
excess capital for the benefit of shareholders.
PerkinElmer provides products and services primarily for health care
applications, including disease detection and tools which enhance and streamline
the drug discovery process. Perkin's stock soared due to very good earnings
and investor rotation into the health care sector. Profits were propelled by double
digit top line growth, an impressive jump in profitability and accretion from a large
acquisition concluded last year.
Management has elevated Perkin's growth profile by reshaping the portfolio and
stepping up R&D spending, which has yielded a stream of differentiated new
products such as noninvasive prenatal genetic screening and genomic testing.
Perkin also expects substantial margin improvement from expense reduction
programs and a better business mix.
Pfizer advanced as a result of growing appreciation for the company's ability to
innovate based on the launch of several successful new drugs and an improving
pipeline. During the quarter the pharma released impressive clinical findings for
Tafamidis, a treatment for cardiomyopathy. Tafamidis has the potential to be a
breakthrough therapy and multibillion-dollar drug. Citing the strength of its
current portfolio and pipeline, management recently stated that Pfizer does not
need to make a large acquisition, thus reducing the risk that it could incur
earnings dilution and major integration challenges.
Littelfuse and homebuilder NVR detracted from performance. Littelfuse makes
electronic and electrical circuit protection devices and sensors. The stock sold
off due to fears that profits have peaked in Electronics, the company's most
important segment. At a minimum , segment margins appear unsustainably high

and will likely decline over the next year, creating an earnings headwind. To
compound matters, global passenger vehicle production unexpectedly declined
in the quarter, which will negatively impact Auto segment sales. The recent
imposition of new tariffs could also hurt the company's sales and supply chain
costs. Due to these adverse developments, we modestly reduced our large
position in the stock.
Although NVR produced solid earnings, the stock sold off after the homebuilder
reported new orders that were below expectations. The stock had a second leg
down when mortgage rates surged late in the quarter. This increase together
with rising home prices put further pressure on housing affordability, which had
already dropped considerably during the year. Although we really like NVR's
asset-light business model and the management team , we chipped the stock due
to deteriorating housing fundamentals .
We started a new position in Raytheon. Raytheon provides a wide range of
defense solutions for U.S. and international customers, including missile and
radar systems, precision weapons, intelligence and cybersecurity. Raytheon
appears poised to benefit from an increase in global defense spending over the
intermediate term. This upswing is being driven by the perception that nations
such as North Korea, Iran, China and Russia pose a heightened threat to
national security. These countries have spent aggressively on defense and have
either developed nuclear capabilities or invaded neighboring regions . The need
to protect against ongoing terrorist activity and modernize our defense
technologies after years of underinvestment should also support higher military
spending.
Raytheon is well positioned to thrive in this environment, with technologies such
as radar and missile defense systems to protect against key threats This is
particularly true internationally, where defense spending has the potential to grow
faster than the pace of U.S. outlays. Raytheon has an attractive business model.
The defense company has strong technological advantages, competes in wellbehaved oligopolies and has a customer base with high switching costs.
We also added to our holdings of Delta Air Lines. Though the stock has slipped
due to the market's retreat and surging fuel costs, Delta's recent earnings report
supported our positive thesis. The airline was able to offset almost all of the
increase in fuel expenses with strong revenue growth and excellent cost
management. Importantly, Delta expects to fully recoup this increase and
expand margins in 2019 through solid top line gains and additional cost
initiatives.
We modestly trimmed our holdings in health insurer Anthem and in Zebra
Technologies, which provides barcode printing, mobile computing and other
technology solutions. We thought it prudent to take profits since both had
become sizeable positions due to outstanding appreciation. By chipping Anthem,

we lowered our significant exposure to managed care stocks. [Newer clients
may not own Anthem.]
Finally, we lightened our position in can producer Crown Holdings. As previously
discussed, we were concerned about Crown's acquisition of Signode, which
made the company more cyclical while significantly increasing its leverage.
Rising rates could slow the economy and will put upward pressure on Crown's
already high interest expenses. As a result, we sold some shares even though
the stock looked cheap.
Earlier this month you should have received a statement of your individual
account performance and management fees, which were deducted from client
accounts last week.
Please feel free to contact us with any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,

Daniel K. Cantor
Managing Member
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Jeffrey C. Kinzel
Managing Member

